Abstract. -Elastic neutron scattering measurements on the hexagonal antiferromagnet CsMnBr3 showed that TN falls steeply with concentration z of the diamagnetic impurities (M~'+) , becoming zero at z = 0.14 ; the critical exponent of the magnetisation, p, increased from 0.19(1) (x = 0) to 0.34(1) (x = 0.09). The reduction of TN and increase in P on addition of induced-moment imljurities (~e'+) is less pronounced.
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Introduction
Fkcent theoretical, [1-31 and experimental [5-71 work has revealed that antiferromagnetically coupled Heisenberg or XY-type moments on a triangular lattice show a new type of magnetic ordering. In addition to the three-sublattice 120' antiferromagnetic order, a staggered chirality order may be defined. The chirality of an individual triangular plaquette is defined as the sense of rotation of the moments around its edges. This is believed to create new universality classes, in which the critical exponent of the magnetisation, P, for stacks of such planes is 0.25 and 0.22 for the Heisenberg and XY cases respectively [3,4]. Recent measurements on CsMnBrs and CsVX3 (X = C1, Br) [5, 7] , which are pseudo one-dimensional XY antiferromagnets with interchain exchange pathways forming a triangular array in the a b plane, revealed a value of 0.22 f 0.03 for P.
In addition, being frustrated magnets these materials are susceptible to the formation of canted local states [a] on dilution with diamagnetic impurities. Near such impurities the balance of forces that produces the frustrated ground state may be upset and some of the frustration released by a rotation of neighbouring moments PI.
In this paper we describe the effect on the magnetic ordering processes of CsMnBrs of doping with diamagnetic (M~'+) and induced-moment impurities (~e~+ ) concerning the disruption of the triangular symmetry that leads to staggered chirality ordering, the relative reduction of TN on doping both types of impurities and the nature of the diffuse magnetic scattering in the region of the magnetic Bragg peaks [10].
Experimental
Single crystals of C S M~(~_ , ) M~( , ) B~~ (x = 0.05, 0.09) and CsMn(1-,jFe(,)Bra (x = 0.05, 0.11) were grown by the Bridgman technique using a Crystalox twin-zone furnace. The neutron scattering measurements were conducted at the Institute ~a u e -~a n~e v i n using the triple-axis instrument Dl0 in diffraction mode with the analyser set to zero-energy transfer, 
Results and discussion
The scattering intensity centred at (1/3, 1/3, 1) and (2/3, 2/3, 1) was fitted to a sum of a Gaussian function At temperatures below TN we observe strong elastic diffuse magnetic scattering centred at the positions of the magnetic Bragg peaks. This scattering was seen in both the pure and the doped cc~mpounds and persisted to temperatures well in excess of TN, being much weaker but still visible at T = ~T N .
The lineshape of this diffuse component was clearly asymmetric along the (110) reciprocal lattice direction, and will be discussed in more detail elsewhere [13] . 
